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Kuwaitis spent KD 4.03 billion 
on travel in 2018, up by 17.6% 3 24

Max 40º
Min 27º

Pakistan turns to science as 
moonsighting mullahs fume 

Thiem ends Federer’s 
return to clay court 26

Iran Guards reject US talks • Cleric threatens US Navy • US carrier heads to Gulf 

US warns commercial ships 
of possible Iranian attacks

Ramadan Kareem

By Dr Teresa Lesher

IMSAK 03:17
Fajr 03:27
Dhur 11:44
Asr 15:20
Magrib 18:31
Isha 20:01

One of the distinguishing features of Islam is
its Holy Book, the first verses of which
were revealed in the month of Ramadan,

1453 lunar years ago (610 AD). During the course
of 23 years, Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) received
Quranic verses as spoken addresses from the
Creator - the Quran is considered the speech of
God in the Arabic language.  

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) then recited the
verses so that they could be memorized verbatim,
and they were also recorded in writing. Before he
died, Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) specified the
order of verses and the division of chapters,
according to divine instruction. The original Quran
is still preserved until today with precise pronunci-
ation, with the Arabic language developing to rep-
resent it phonetically.  

It is the only revelation or divine book that con-
tains the pure words of God without being
rephrased by His messengers or any other human
being. The Quran is addressed to all mankind.
Sometimes Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is specifi-
cally addressed with instructions such as “They ask
you about... Say [to them]...” Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) is also encouraged and sometimes gently
reproached in the Quran.  

Believers are addressed with specific instruc-
tions on how to achieve both temporal and eternal
success. And mankind in general is addressed with
invitations to believe in God and mold life around
that belief, and they are informed of the conse-
quences of accepting or rejecting God’s invitation.
The Quran’s purpose is to inform people of a reali-
ty beyond their five senses and their perceptions of
space and time, and to teach moral lessons and
develop spirituality.  

With the additional perspective it offers, the
Quran also invites people to adopt a lifestyle that
ensures ultimate happiness and success. Finally,
through stories and instruction, it describes the
beliefs and practices that are essential to achieve
that state. The verses of the Quran were revealed
to address particular situations, to relate historical
information and to codify Islamic law. 

Common subjects are descriptions of God, sto-
ries of prophets, descriptions of believers and dis-
believers, promises of God’s rewards, especially
Paradise, warnings about consequences for rebellion
toward God, including Hellfire, instructions for per-
sonal conduct, guidelines for familial and social rela-
tions, and a framework for international relations.
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Ramadan: Month 
of the Holy Quran

MOREHEAD CITY: San Antonio-class amphibious transport dock ship USS Arlington (LPD 24) getting underway from
Morehead City. The Pentagon announced yesterday that it is deploying the amphibious assault ship and a Patriot missile
battery to the Middle East to bolster an aircraft carrier force sent to counter alleged threats from Iran. — AFP 

DUBAI: Iran could target US commercial ships including
oil tankers, the US Maritime Administration said, as a sen-
ior Iranian cleric said a US Navy fleet could be “destroyed
with one missile.”

In the latest tense exchange between Tehran and
Washington, Iran’s hardline Revolutionary Guards sepa-
rately said Iran would not negotiate with the United States,
a stance that seemed partly aimed at discouraging Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani and his moderate allies from
taking up a US offer of talks. 

US President Donald Trump on Thursday urged Iran’s
leaders talk with him about giving up their nuclear pro-
gram and said he could not rule out a military confronta-
tion. Trump made the offer as he increased economic and
military pressure on Iran, moving to cut off all Iranian oil
exports this month while beefing up the US Navy and Air
Force presence in the Gulf. 

Acting US Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan
approved a new deployment of Patriot missiles to the
Middle East, a US official said. The US aircraft carrier
Abraham Lincoln, deployed as a warning to Iran, passed
through Egypt’s Suez Canal on Thursday and American B-
52 bombers have also arrived at a US base in Qatar, US
Central Command said.

Iran has dismissed both moves - which the United
States said it took after US intelligence signaled possible
preparations by Tehran to attack US forces or interests -
as “psychological warfare” designed to intimidate it. In an
advisory posted on Thursday, the US Maritime
Administration (MARAD) said that since early May there

had been an increased possibility of Iran or its regional
proxies taking action against US and partner interests.

These included, MARAD said, oil production infra-
structure, after Tehran threatened to close the vital Strait
of Hormuz chokepoint through which about a fifth of oil
consumed globally passes. “Iran or its proxies could
respond by targeting commercial vessels, including oil
tankers, or US military vessels in the Red Sea, Bab-El-
Mandeb Strait, or the Arabian Gulf,” MARAD said.
“Reporting indicates heightened Iranian readiness to con-
duct offensive operations against US forces and interests.”

Millions of barrels of oil pass daily through the various
bottlenecks from Middle East oil producers to global mar-
kets. US-Iranian tensions have risen since Trump withdrew
a year ago from a 2015 nuclear deal with Iran and major
powers and began ratcheting up sanctions to throttle
Tehran’s economy. Vice Admiral Jim Malloy, commander of
the US Navy’s Bahrain-based Fifth Fleet, told Reuters on
Thursday its forces were on a heightened state of readi-
ness, although the US military was not seeking or prepar-
ing for war with Iran.

MARAD said US-flagged ships were encouraged to
contact the Fifth Fleet at least two days before sailing
through the Strait of Hormuz. The fleet’s job is to protect
commercial shipping in the area. Washington further tight-
ened sanctions on Iran this month - eliminating waivers
that had allowed some countries to buy its oil - with a goal
of reducing Tehran’s crude exports to zero. Iran responded
by relaxing some curbs on its nuclear program concerning 
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By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: The unusually heavy rains last winter in
Kuwait and the region led to a large amount of vegeta-
tion sprouting. As a result, more insects of all kinds
have emerged. About two months back, a large number
of butterflies were seen all over Kuwait. Then videos of
millions of cockroaches in Saudi Arabia spread all over
the media, and a few days later, it was locusts. 

Although the swarms weren’t expected to reach
Kuwait, the locusts were seen in Wafra farms last week.
The Public Authority for Agricultural Affairs and Fish
Resources (PAAAFR) took quick action from the day
the locusts reached Kuwait on April 24. “We are dealing

with the locust infestation since the first ones crossed
the Saudi borders. Their numbers were huge and they
reached the farms area. We are still dealing with them,
but I assure people that it will not get worse, and our
team will combat the locusts before they reach other
areas,” Fahd Al-Saafak, Head of the Prevention and
Guidance Department at PAAAFR, told Kuwait Times.   

“Our team is working really hard to eliminate these
insects. In the beginning, they were crawling, and within
two days, they have grown and started flying. We need
planes to spray insecticide on these locusts. We are
also providing help to farmers if they seek help, as
many of them have the tools but don’t have the materi-
als, so we provided it to them free of charge,” he added.

Some videos spread on social media warning people
against eating salads or other dishes with fresh vegeta-
bles and avoid buying local vegetables or wash them
properly before eating. Saafak assured that this warn-
ing is exaggerated and there is no need to worry or
stop eating local vegetables. “All pesticides used in
combating locusts are safe and approved by the
Ministry of Health. We use two-day safety insecticides,

which means that farmers should wait two days before
transporting the products to the market,” he explained.     

Farmer Yousef Al-Kreibani owns four farms in Wafra,
and he noted that the locusts didn’t reach any of his
farms. “My farms in Wafra were not affected. I guess
most of the attacks were on abandoned farms. PAAAFR
is fumigating the affected areas and I think they have
the situation under control. Also, the locusts can’t bear
the heat once the weather gets hotter,” he pointed out.

Regarding the safety of the insecticides, he affirmed
that the materials used are high quality insecticides
from Germany and the United States. “The people
spreading rumors on social media about local vegeta-
bles are not experts or specialists. These insecticides
have been used for many years. Also, these insecticides
are not absorbed by the plants and vegetables and dis-
sipate in the air. Whoever spreads such rumors should
provide evidence, otherwise they should be sued for
spreading rumors,” said Kreibani. According to him, the
next few days will show if PAAAFR will succeed in
eliminating the locusts or if they will reproduce and
spread to other areas. 

Rumors spread 
as Kuwait tackles 
locust infestation 

NEW DELHI: Islamic State (IS) claimed
for the first time that it has established a
“province” in India, after a clash between
militants and security forces in the con-
tested Kashmir region killed a militant
with alleged ties to the group. IS’s Amaq
News Agency late on Friday announced
the new province, that it called “Wilayah
of Hind”, in a statement that also claimed
IS inflicted casualties on Indian army sol-
diers in the town of Amshipora in the
Shopian district of Kashmir.

The IS statement corresponds with an
Indian police statement on Friday that a
militant called Ishfaq Ahmad Sofi was

killed in an encounter in Shopian. IS’s
statement establishing the new province
appears to be designed to bolster its
standing after the group was driven from
its self-styled “caliphate” in Iraq and
Syria in April, where at one point it con-
trolled thousands of miles of territory.

IS has stepped up hit-and-run raids
and suicide attacks, including taking
responsibility for the Easter Sunday
bombing in Sri Lanka that killed at least
253 people. “The establishment of a
‘province’ in a region where it has noth-
ing resembling actual governance is
absurd, but it should not be written off,”
said Rita Katz, director of the SITE Intel
Group that tracks Islamic extremists.

“The world may roll its eyes at these
developments, but to jihadists in these
vulnerable regions, these are significant
gestures to help lay the groundwork in
rebuilding the map of the IS ‘caliphate’.” 
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IS claims 
‘province’
in India 

KASHMIR: Kashmiri protesters clash with Indian police after prayers during Ramandan
near the Jamia Masjid mosque in Srinagar. — AFP 

TUNIS: Around 60 migrants most of them from
Bangladesh have died after their boat capsized in the
Mediterranean Sea after it left Libya for Italy, the
Tunisian Red Crescent said yesterday. Survivors told
the Red Crescent the tragedy unfolded after some 75
people who had left Zuwara on the northwestern
Libyan coast late Thursday on a large boat were trans-
ferred to a smaller one that sank off Tunisia.

“The migrants were transferred into a smaller inflat-
able boat which was overloaded, and 10 minutes later it
sank,” Mongi Slim, a Red Crescent official in the south-

ern Tunisian town of Zarzis said. Tunisian fishermen res-
cued 16 people and brought them to shore in Zarzis.
The survivors said they spent eight hours trapped in
the cold sea before they were spotted by the fishermen
who alerted the Tunisian coastguard, Slim said. The
bodies of three people were plucked out of the waters
on Friday, the Tunisian defense ministry said.

Survivors said the boat was heading to Italy and had
on board only men, 51 from Bangladesh, as well as three
Egyptians, several Moroccans, Chadians and other
Africans. Fourteen Bangladeshi nationals, including a
minor, were among the survivors, said the Red Crescent.
“If the Tunisian fishermen hadn’t seen them (migrants),
there wouldn’t have been any survivors and we would
have never known about this” boat sinking, said Slim.
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ZARZIS: A survivor of a boat carrying migrants that sunk
in the Mediterranean rests at a shelter in the Tunisian
coastal city of Zarzis yesterday. — AFP 

60 migrants 
drown off Tunisia


